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                Essay Two /Writing Exercise 3 : A Dynamic Idea (a.k.a. a working Thesis) (1 -3 sentences)   Reading and Free -Writing :   1) Look over the summaries and analyses you wrote in Writing Exercises 1 & 2, and 1) identify an “ Idea ” which interests you most. You need to borrow an Idea for your  essay from the original text you chose to work with. For example, if you chose to work with “If Shakespeare Had a Sister” you might identify “curiosity” as an “ Idea ” you  would like to explor e. 2) However, you would need to get more specific in order to  make the “ Idea ” more layered and dynamic . So, ask yourself “ what aspect(s) of curiosity  am I interested in exploring ?” Read over the original Woolf essay again; take some notes.  Perhaps you might decide you are interested in exploring “ the opportunities for  pursuing curiosity in sexist (or racist) society .” Now you have one more layer for  your original “Idea.” Be sure to write all this down as you proceed. 2) Now, in order to make this idea truly dynamic, you need at least one more layer . You  might ask yourself, “ what about the role of curiosity in our sexist or racist society ?” “what kinds of  opportunities have women had?”   3) Begin doing a little informal research. Have a few conversations. Read what others have to say. For instance, I googled the following phrase: “What happened to curious women in the 19 th century?” just to get the ball rolling. The first three hits were “The  Curious History of Women Who Passed as Men in Pursuit of a Dream” from the Huffington Post, “Female Hysteria” from Wikipedia, and “The Curious Courtship of  Women’s Liberation and Socialism.” Now, while it is not recommended that you use “soft” sourc es for an essay, they can be useful in sparking ideas. The “female hysteria”  entry got me thinking that curiosity in women was often laughed at – as Woolf so  poignantly points out in the essay, and that, in turn, such oppression and repression can  manifes t itself in psychologically disturbing ways – as in “The Yellow Wallpaper.” 4) So, in order to continue my exploration, I went to the databases, to JSTOR, and performed a search for “The Yellow Wallpaper” and “Virginia Woolf.” I got a good hit, “Doctoring ‘The Yellow Wallpaper’ by Jane F. Thraikill. After reading it, I deciding I  had another layer for a dynamic IDEA: “oppressive “societies are so blinded by their own  sexist ideologies that they crush individuals’ imaginative possibilities .” The question is, why ? What  do you think about this observation? Again, take notes. Write your thoughts down. 5) Then, make a chart and decide how the pieces of your Dynamic Idea fit together best; what arrangement will best enable you to develop your “I dea” throughout the entirety of  an essay? Tailor and sculpt the Dynamic Idea (Thesis) into one you can work with for  the entirety of your essay — as you analyze the original text you have chosen. Also,  consider building the organization of your essay into the Dynamic Idea (thesis) itself.  So, curiosity / pursuing curiosity in sexist (or racist) society / opportunities  &  Sexist ideologies /crushing individuals This is all free -writing up until now – thinking critically on paper. Now, you need to make sense of  these thoughts and put them together in a coherent sentence. Given all the above, I can think of an interesting way into “The Yellow Wallpaper” using Vir ginia Woolf’s “If Shakespeare Had a Sister.”  (This is called a keyhole comparison — using one text to look at another).   Namely, that Woolf’s essay illuminates the ways in which women suffered mental breakdowns due  to the oppression of their imaginative po tential and possibilities — often manifesting in mental illness  or emotional disturbances. So, one can turn this into a question:   Possible Dynamic Idea/Thesis #1   Specifically, this essay asks what accounts for the instability of the narrator in “The Yellow Wallpaper?” I propose that Virginia Woolf’s essay, “If Shakespeare Had a Sister,” provides us with an answer — the suppression of curiosity in women through the c enturies. On the other hand, having also done a JSTOR search on the terms “The Yellow Wallpaper” and “curiosity,” I found an article entitled, “’The Yellow Wallpaper’: The Ambivalence of Changing Discourses” by Jurgen Wolter who asserts that the multiplicity of interpretations of the story arise  from the cultural timing of its publication — a time when “major issues raised by her story were at  the center of changing discourses.” (Note: the first part of the essay is on the co lor yellow, the  second part of the essay is about women reading and writing). With this in mind, one might come  up with the following DI/thesis.   Possible Dynamic Idea/Thesis #2   The choice of the color “yellow” for the wallpaper in “The Yellow Wallpaper” represents a powerful  rhetorical and metaphorical device used to convey the toxicity and repression of the cultural environment of the era — as this essay, in dialogue with Jurgen Wolter’s essay, will establish.   Or,   Possible Dynamic Idea/Thesis #3   For ce nturies, women lacked privacy of mind — to pursue their dreams, their goals, and the very  pulses of their own intellect and curiosity. To what extent did prevailing ideologies , such as the  myth perpetuated by doctors like George Savage, who “in his 1884 ana lysis of Insanity and Allied  Neuroses ” stated that “the increase in insanity […] is due to the increase of education” (Wolter 202)  create mental illness as they suppressed women’s minds? Writing: Compose and type out a complex, interesting Dynamic Idea (thesis) which you would like to develop in your essay. While you will play our DI off the original essay and new materials, your DI will be at the heart of your essay – your entry into the “convers ation.” 1-3 senten ces 
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